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An Evening with Madiba: A report from the Parliament of the World's Religions  
 
-- Gard Jameson 
 
I would like to share a few reflections on a recent trip to Capetown, South Africa, to the Parliament of the World¹s Religions to provide you with a 
brief flavor of a glimpse of light and life. I am providing some of these reflections the day after Nelson Mandela, Madiba, addressed the Parliament, 
saying, "We commend the Parliament of the World¹s Religions for its immense role in saying the common ground is greater and more enduring than 
those aspects which divide." The same day a beautiful brother from Senegal, Moussa N¹diaye, and a small group of Yankees, including Travis Binion, 
Marvin Gawryn, and Paula Thompson spoke similar sentiments to an assembled group of interested spiritual seekers at the University of South Africa 
in presenting The Urantia Book. In a land where division has created immense problems, a genuine spirit of dialogue has created the opportunity for 
immense solutions.  
 
My experience in Capetown, and in other interfaith venues, convinces me that The Urantia Book is to serve as a leaven to the great traditions of the 
world; and, so it is serving. As we are witnessing firsthand at events such as this, the power of its vision is so much greater as a leaven than as another 
religion among the family of religions. As a Methodist, I am able to share the great truths of the book so much more effectively by referring to its 
expression of spiritual value and not to any religious institution. As a Muslim, my brother, Moussa from Senegal, is able to share the great truths of 
the book so much more effectively. For Moussa, as for myself, The Urantia Book serves to enhance our experience within our chosen religious 
institution. Christians, Muslims, Jews, Hindus, Buddhists, Indigenous Traditions, and many others here have been drawn to The Urantia Book by 
understanding and appreciating that leavening vision. We have sold or given away every book brought to South Africa.  
 
As we have been interfacing with these many traditions, we have been witness to the power of the holy spirit as it is moving through these brothers 
and sisters in their expressions of faith, in their expressions of planetary service, and in their deep sense of solidarity with members of other faith 
traditions. It is truly inspiring to see all of the service projects that have been undertaken by group after group after group. One such group whose 
outreach has been truly inspirational is the Boulder Women¹s Corps which has helped to sponsor Sally Randall in her work with the Zulu people in 
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South Africa. Sally and a number of Zulu children brought the entire audience to their feet in excitement as they danced to traditional drums with 
great joy and energy on the main stage the first evening of the Parliament.  
 
There are so many gifts of service that are emanating from so many different directions. It is a time full of hope and promise. What is required during 
these times is that all planetary citizens have the courage to allow their commitment to dialogue and service to transcend their irritations, to see how 
much larger is our common ground and to be thankful for that common ground. This Parliament is witness to the power of that commitment. Madiba, 
Nelson Mandela, is a personification of that power to bring unity where once there was division. His inspiration for The Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission in South Africa provides a model for peacemaking from which all groups who find themselves divided might learn.  
 
Though he is no longer President of South Africa, the people there still call him President; he is their spiritual leader. In his "retirement," Madiba is 
quite active in bringing resolution to ongoing tensions between the indigenous people.  
 
HH Dalai Lama XIV provides another equally compelling example of a person, of a people who are able, in truth, to separate the ideology of their 
"enemies" from those personalities and to love them truly as brothers and sisters. By developing a deep compassion for his "enemies," the Dalai Lama 
has been very successful in sharing the insights of Buddhism with many, many people. By blessing and engaging the "enemy" in dialogue, the Dalai 
Lama has helped many people, and, I¹m convinced, one day he will free the peoples of Tibet. One can literally feel his sense of deep compassion 
when in his personal presence. During his presentation at the Parliament he spoke of the need to move our inner commitments and experiences of the 
divine out into a world of immense need and suffering.  
 
Another great spiritual leader, among the many in attendance at the Parliament, was Mahaghosananda, Buddhist leader of the Cambodian people. 
During the time of the Killing Fields, the genocidal war in Cambodia, it was Mahaghosananda and his small troupe of monks who would literally 
walk through the middle of a battlefield, through the middle of enemies who were shooting at one another. These enemies would usually stop their 
shooting while the monks passed through. When the monks arrived at the far end of the battlefield, they would turn around and walk back through the 
middle until the two sides, exasperated, would quit the battle and return to their camps. Mahaghosananda and his troupe became known as the Third 
Force, a powerful force of engaged compassion. To experience Mahaghosananda¹s smile is contagious in much the same way that Jesus¹ smile was 
transformative.  
 
In the course of the Parliament there were many wonderful seminars put on by all the faith traditions. Most interesting to me was to learn more of the 
deep spirituality of the indigenous peoples of Africa. As one teacher put it, "in the West you say, ŒI think therefore I am.¹ In Africa, we say, Œwe 
belong, therefore we are.¹" This message and the under-standing he provided of their indigenous traditions was very attractive.  
 
Many of the seminars focused on common values and themes shared by the great tradi-tions. The great scholar of Comparative Religions, Huston 
Smith, was there and gave a seminar on the mystical aspect of the great traditions. He indicated that what fascinated him with respect to the great 
traditions was not so much their social patterns, creeds or rituals, as their call to transcendence, to a genuine experience of the divine mystery.  
 
During one of our days we had an opportunity to see the townships outside of Capetown, to see some of the progress that is being made and the great 
needs that exist in their society. We learned about the history of apartheid, the work of Nelson Mandela and Desmond Tutu. We saw first hand how 
South Africa deals with its own multicultural identity.  
 
Perhaps the most exciting aspect of the Parliament for me has not been so much the pro-grams, the symposia, nor the plenary presentations, nor even 
the presence of Nelson Mandela‹all wonderful‹but the deep connection that I now have with two dear brothers from Senegal, Moussa and Doudou. 
We in America have much to learn from the deep wisdom of brothers such as Moussa and Doudou. Their gracious manner and their genuine 
excitement for The Urantia Book was an inspiration to all of us in attendance. I say "gracious" because they were exceedingly kind to me as I 
slaughtered the French language in their presence. As the Master informs us, and we know from our own experience, there is no greater joy in the 
universe than to get to know such brothers and sisters. What a joy and inspiration South Africa has been!  
 
Thank you, Madiba!  
 
I close with a part of Mandela¹s address to the assembled Parliament::  
 
"The truth of the old African proverb that we are people through other people is tonight very evocatively being demonstrated by this gathering of so 
many people from all parts of the world. This coming together here in this southernmost city on the African continent of representatives from such a 
wide range of the faiths of the world symbolizes the acknowledgement of our mutual interdependence and common humanity. It is to me a humbling 
experience to be part of this moving expression and reaffirmation of the nobility of the human spirit.  
 
"This century has seen enough of destruction, injustice, strife and division, suffering and pain, and of our capacity to be massively inhuman the one to 
the other. There is sufficient cause for being cynical about human life and about humanity. This gathering at the close of our century serves to counter 
despair and cynicism and calls us to a recognition and reaffirmation of that which is great and generous and caring in the human spirit. As we 
approach the 21st century, we cannot but be starkly aware that we stand at a crossroads in our history. The world is undergoing a profound 
redefinition of values and modes of perception . . . the common ground is greater and more enduring than the differences that divide. It is in that spirit 
that we can approach the dawn of the new century with some hope that it will be, indeed, a better one for all of the people of the world." 
 
There has been and is misunderstanding and confusion in the use of the word "Father" as God, "Sons" of God, and "Brotherhood of man" in The 
Urantia Book. There should be no confusion in this arena because, regardless of the condition of our gender-bending society today, the truth of the 
matter is that at this level of existence male-female exists and is necessary‹but male-female does not exist at God¹s level of existence. The Urantia 
Book makes it very clear in many places that understanding the duality of the nature of God is indigenous to understanding the treasures in our 
revelation‹but this duality extends into the superuniverses and has absolutely nothing to do with the "gender" of God.  
 



God is total unity, and he is presented to us as our Father to help us to accept his love, guidance, and reality on a personal level. The fact that he 
utilizes the technique of separation into the seven Absolutes in the time-space-eternity continuum is of necessity or we would not exist, but in reality 
he is ONE. To bring our great God down to the human level and argue over his gender is not permissible‹gender is for humans‹God has no gender‹he 
just IS.  
 
If you called God a "she," you would have the same problem, and if you called him an "It" you would certainly be incorrect and destroy any 
semblance of the personal nature of God -and it is impossible to learn to love an impersonal being. The First Source and Center is "prepersonal," 
(1154:2) and Infinity is "impersonal," but as "The I AM," He brings the "personal" and his love into our reality to be recognized by us, or we could 
never even begin to grasp the immensity of this God of ours. Our revelation tells us that only a personality can recognize another personality (194:6 
and 196:3). Even if you take love out of the equation, then you would have to argue that God is not personal. Yet repeatedly, we are told of his 
personal love and relationship with us through the bestowal of the fragments of the Father that indwell each one of us.  
 
The very first page of the Foreword states:  
 
"It is exceedingly difficult to present enlarged concepts and advanced truth, in our endeavor to expand cosmic consciousness and enhance spiritual 
perception, when we are restricted to the use of a circumscribed language of the realm. But our mandate admonishes us to make every effort to 
convey our meanings by using the word symbols of the English tongue. We have been instructed to introduce new terms only when the concept to be 
portrayed finds no terminology in English which can be employed to convey such a new concept partially or even with more or less distortion of 
meaning. [1:2; emphasis mine]  
 
I say to anyone that it is impossible to know or write the actual name of our Father in our language or any other language‹anywhere,anytime‹in this 
level of reality and most probably in this eternity, for there is "Nothing but God," so "Father" works just fine, and I will be proud to be called a son of 
God!‹what an honor!  
 
Have we forgotten that this book was written for the masses, that God always does whatever is for the greatest good for all concerned (1488:2)? For 
our world, in the vast majority of cultures and societies, the father figure is the revered and respected authority figure. In a family that would function 
spiritually, there is always an authority, and children must have authority in their lives. What greater example or analogy could be given that we as 
humans could understand, than that of the unconditional love that parents have for their children; and that of a perfect, all knowing, and loving father, 
who protects, guides, provides for, and controls the environment of his family‹just as our God does! 
 
The duality of male-female is necessary at this level of existence just as the negative and positive charges of electricity are necessary. This duality is 
part of the evolutional growth of these super-universes and the creatures that populate the worlds of time and space. We will always be recognized as 
agondonters (coming from a world under quarantine); and I shall wear this badge proudly, but should we protest this also? To be a female (as I am) 
and agondonter in this day and age is an honor!  
 
In our society we have so much prejudice, fear, and insecurity that we overcompensate when we finally begin to stand up for what is fair to balance 
the inequities of any society, system, situation, or environment. And it takes time for this to finally balance itself out. This is normal for humanity, but 
it is time for us to take a look at what really does exist in our world from the correct information that we now have regarding male-female equality in 
order to balance this condition now so we don¹t look ridiculous and waste valuable time and energy.  
 
The revelation of The Urantia Book is very clear in its information regarding gender. If we start at the bottom, which is here and now, this is what we 
really have to deal with:  
 
Our intellect origin is identical. Both male and female utilize the same adjutant mind spirits that comprise the human intellect. The adjutant mind-
spirits experientially grow, but they never become personal. They evolve in function, and the function of the first five, [intuition, understanding, 
courage, knowledge, counsel] in the animal orders is to a certain extent essential to the function of all seven as human intellect [403:1; emphasis 
mine]. There is no male adjutant or female adjutant--just the wonderful gift of the seven adjutant mind spirits that comprise our intellectual capability 
and connect us with mind.  
 
Our intellectual capacity is based on the condition of the human brain at the time of the encircuitment of each adjutant for both male and female.  
 
The physiologic equipment and the anatomic structure of all new orders of life are in response to the action of physical law, but the subsequent 
endowment of mind is a bestowal of the adjutant mind-spirits in accordance with innate brain capacity. [670:1; emphasis mine] 
 
We do not receive all seven of the adjutants at once, which causes wide variance in the intellect of both male and female.  
 
The Adjusters cannot invade the mortal mind until it has been duly prepared by the indwelling ministry of the adjutant mind-spirits and encircuited in 
the Holy Spirit. And it requires the co-ordinate function of all seven adjutants to thus qualify the human mind for the reception of an Adjuster. 
Creature mind must exhibit the worship outreach and indicate wisdom function by exhibiting the ability to choose between the emerging values of 
good and evil‹moral choice [1187:1; emphasis mine].  
 
We are told that if the Spirit of Truth is functional on a world that . . 
 
the Adjusters unfailingly come the instant the seventh adjutant mind-spirit begins to function and signalizes to the Universe Mother Spirit that it has 
achieved in potential the co-ordination of the associated six adjutants of prior ministry to such a mortal intellect [1187:2; emphasis mine]. 
 
The last two of the seven adjutants are, in order, worship and wisdom. And since we are told on page 1187:0 that at present it is taking five years, ten 
months, and four days to achieve the seventh circuit and the appearance of the Adjuster at the first moral decision, it is very evident that it takes this 
time frame for all seven adjutants to be encircuited and functional in a child.  



 
This places more responsibility on the parents for training and guidance in the first five years of a child¹s life. But even more important is patience 
and understanding with children because there is no way to determine when or if the child has received the adjutants and that they are functioning.  
 
Intuition has to be there at birth for mind to function since the adjutants are our connectors to mind. We do not know when the baby receives 
Understanding; we do not know when it receives Courage until it shows this ability; we do not know when Knowledge is encircuited; nor do we know 
when the child gets Counsel. And unless we are paying very close attention, we will not realize that the questions about God probably show that 
Worship has appeared. Then Wisdom will come and soon a moral decision will occur if the child is being taught correctly.  
 
Personality has no gender for it is a gift of the Father and there is no gender at his level of existence. (Note: There is no differential in male or female 
in any of the critical initial ingredients: adjutants, mind, intellect, personality, Holy Spirit, Spirit of Truth and Thought Adjuster. Only in the genetic, 
environmental, anatomical, chemical is there the necessary duality of male-female.) It is at the material level that gender occurs‹but there are other 
forms of duality in the individual.  
 
Duality occurs as male or female, but also as individuals. We are dual with the animal-human nature of which we must become master (self-mastery), 
and then we are dual at fusion, soul-Adjuster. God has created a universe in which duality exists‹in fact, he alone is unity. Some examples of other 
dualities are: 
 
Descending Beings/Ascending Beings 
Experiential/Existential  
Light/Dark Material/Spiritual  
Negative/Positive  
And so on and on we could go‹just in our reality.  
 
. . . unity begets duality, . . . duality begets triunity and triunity is the eternal ancestor of all things [1157:5].  
 
Since God is self-existent, he is absolutely independent. The very identity of God is inimical to change. "I, the Lord, change not." God is immutable; 
but not until you achieve Paradise status can you even begin to understand how God can pass from simplicity to complexity, from identity to 
variation, from quiescence to motion, from infinity to finitude, from the divine to the human, and from unity to duality and triunity. And God can thus 
modify the manifestations of his absoluteness because divine immutability does not imply immobility; God has will‹he is will. [58:8]  
 
The primordial stasis of infinity requires segmentation prior to human attempts at comprehension. There is a unity in infinity which has been 
expressed in these papers as the I AM---the premier postulate of the creature mind. But never can a creature understand how it is that this unity 
becomes duality, triunity, and diversity while yet remaining an unqualified unity. Man encounters a similar problem when he pauses to contemplate 
the undivided Deity of Trinity alongside the plural personalization of God. [1261:8]  
 
Instead of worrying about calling God our Father, let us concern ourselves with getting to know more about Him and trying to be more like Him as 
He has requested:  
 
Be you therefore perfect even as your Father in heaven is perfect. [1584:4; 1784:7]  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
The Privilege of Having God as "Father" 
 
-- JEAN BARR, TEXAS, USA  
 
Webster gives the following definition of religion: a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature and purpose of the universe, especially when 
considered as the creation of a superhuman agency or agencies, usually involving devotional and ritual observances, and often containing a moral 
code governing the conduct of human affairs. (Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, 1996)  
 
The Urantia Book offers many definitions for religion. Let¹s consider the following three definitions:  
 
1. True religion is a wholehearted devotion to some reality which the religionist deems to be of supreme value to himself And the outstanding 
characteristics of all religions are: unquestioning loyalty and wholehearted devotion to supreme values. [1100:3]  
 
Because of the unquestioned loyalty and wholehearted devotion, religionists have at times become fanatical and even radical. It is for this reason that 
religionists should pursue a healthy, balanced religious experience. Without it, there is the risk of radicalism on the one hand or asceticism on the 
other.  
 
2. The next definition addresses this issue by indicating that true religion is a living love, a life of service [1100:7]. Service to others engages the 
entire personality. It requires accurate perception of another¹s needs. To be effective, it must consider the best interest on the one being served. This 
involves value judgments. It may lead one into new and unfamiliar experiences. Sometimes it requires a trial-and-error approach. Most important, real 
service is based on love and leads to greater love. Sincere love mobilizes the entire personality. There is no better means of maintaining a healthy 
balance in life than being actively engaged in serving one¹s fellow man.  
 



3. Religion is the experiencing of divinity in the consciousness of a moral being of evolutionary origin; it represents true experience with eternal 
realities in time, the realization of spiritual satisfactions while yet in the flesh. [1104:4]  
 
Unfettered religious growth projects the personality far into the future because it is a response to the inner urgings of a fragment of God himself. 
Although it occurs in a setting of time and space, it transcends them, enabling the personality to experience eternal realities through the activity and 
contacts of the expanding soul. Thus, religion engages the human personality on the intellectual, moral, social, and spiritual levels.  
 
The importance of a well-balanced personality in religious growth cannot be overemphasized. The entire breath and depth of human experience 
provides the soil. The following statements from these papers indicate that religious growth requires coordination and unification of all aspects of the 
human personality.  
 
The soil essential for religious growth presupposes a progressive life of self-realization, the co-ordination of natural propensities, the exercise of 
curiosity and the enjoyment of reasonable adventure, the experiencing of feelings of satisfaction, the functioning of the fear stimulus of attention and 
awareness, the wonder-lure, and a normal consciousness of smallness, humility. Growth is also predicated on the discovery of selfhood accompanied 
by self-criticism. . . [1094:7]  
 
Man's sole contribution to growth is the mobilization of the total powers of his personality‹living faith. [1097:4]  
 
But the great problem of religious living consists in the task of unifying the soul powers of the personality by dominance of LOVE. Health, mental 
efficiency, and happiness arise from the unification of physical systems, mind systems, and spirit systems. [1097:7]  
 
The progression of religious growth leads from stagnation through conflict to co-ordination, from insecurity to undoubting faith, confusion of cosmic 
consciousness to unification of personality, from the temporal objective to the eternal, from the bondage of fear to the liberty of divine sonship. 
[1098:5]  
 
It is a fact that religion does not grow unless it is disciplined by constructive criticism, amplified by philosophy, purified by science, and nourished by 
loyal fellowship. [1088:8]  
 
For this discussion we accept the basic assumption that mortal experience involves interaction on the following three levels:  
 
1. The material body.  
 
2. The supermaterial phase of the human being, the soul or even the indwelling spirit.  
 
3.The human mind, the mechanism for intercommunication and interassociation between spirit and matter, between the material and spiritual. 
[1110:9‹11]  
 
We begin life mainly centered on the material body. Gradually an awareness develops of surrounding material things beyond our bodies. We then 
begin to perceive other beings as we become socially aware. With the interaction with others there is opportunity for growth of moral character. 
Those of you who have experienced parenthood have observed firsthand this early development of selfhood.  
 
It is the first moral choice by the child which results in the Thought Adjuster being sent forth to indwell its mind. This occurs just prior to the sixth 
birthday on average. Such a child is in possession of the full spiritual potential to initiate soul growth, achieve Adjuster fusion, complete the ascension 
career, and enter the Corps of Mortal Finaliters.  
 
The challenge we all face is to transform these potentials into actuals. There are two specific ways to help achieve our potential mentioned in these 
papers on religion: first is to utilize the assistance revelation can provide to achieve intellectual unification of the material and spiritual realities, and 
second to gain a thorough knowledge of Jesus¹ life as he lived it on our own native world. As we seek to learn from Him, he continues to unify mortal 
experience and co-ordinate human endeavors [1103:6].  
 
To consider the importance of revelation, let us recall the experience of the expanding awareness of a young person. As we view the universe from 
the outside, we observe the material-physical reality which is both predictable and measurable. For example, the gravitation attractions between 
physical bodies remains constant and mathematically defined. We can observe the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from high- energy cosmic short 
wavelength radiation to low- energy long wavelength radio waves. We are fully aware of that segment of the spectrum consisting of visible light. This 
is actually an inherent spectrum ranging from the shorter wavelength of violet to the longer wavelength of red light. The wavelengths of visible light 
range from 400‹700 nanometers. As we move on the spectrum beyond red to longer wavelengths we encounter infrared which we sense as heat. If we 
go in the opposite direction toward shorter wavelengths, we encounter ultra violet and ,subsequently, x rays.  
 
The eye is designed for detection of energy in the light spectrum. In other words, the light spectrum is defined as that portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum which is detectable by the retina of the eye. The sensory portions of the retina consist of two distinct elements, the cones which are color 
sensitive and the rods which sense light as white and varying shades of gray. The rods are much more sensitive than the cones which explains why 
when light fades in the evening, at a certain point, we can no longer see color. At this point the light intensity has dropped below the energy level 
required to stimulate the visual pigment in the cones, and one is then dependent on the rods, which detect light as positive or the absence as negative 
or black. These phenomena are predictable, measurable, and reproducible. One could mention almost an endless array of additional examples of 
physical reality from chemistry, astronomy, geology, physics, and biology.  
 
On the other hand, when we look at the universe from the inside, we see an entirely different aspect. Now we are aware of the inner urgings which 
arise from contact with spiritual reality. There is the Thought Adjuster which contacts with the mind through the superconscious level. There is the 
Spirit of Truth working deeply within the human mind and is particularly concerned with assisting the human mind in recognizing the reality of truth 



or the conviction of truth [1949:3]. Then there are our Seraphic associates who work with us mainly through manipulating our social environment. As 
we begin to sense the reality of these inner supermaterial realities, in contrast to material reality, we become aware of the wide gulf or chasm which 
exists between the material and spiritual realities. There is no logical or philosophical means to connect or bridge the two. A sense of dichotomy or 
dual nature of universe reality results (1136:2‹1137:3).  
 
The solution to this problem is present on the morontial worlds in the form of morontial mota. This is a level of reality which lies between the 
material and the spiritual and which will effectively enable us to perceive both the material, the spiritual, and the intervening level of reality which is 
absent on the material worlds.  
 
Until we reach the morontial worlds, we have been provided a solution which comes through revelation. Basically, revelation provides us the 
testimony of those who have come from the source and center of all things, who can verify that the apparently distinctly different realities observed 
here in the form of the material and spiritual are, in fact, divergent expressions of the great God himself. If we can accept by faith that He is the 
creator of all reality, that these simply represent various aspects of His unfathomable nature, then we can achieve a personal unification of his 
multiphasic creation here and now.  
 
This is summarized by the following: Thus does revelation successfully bridge the gulf between the material and the spiritual, even between the 
creature and Creator, between man and God [1106:9]. It should be noted that the unification of these divergent manifestations of God is an ongoing 
Paradise-ascension experience [1138:2].  
 
It seems appropriate to pause here for a moment to reflect on the unique opportunity you and I have to utilize this most recent epochal revelation, the 
fifth on our planet, in the unification of our perception of universe reality. We have at our disposal the testimony, the instructions, and the advice of a 
host of universe beings. They range from a Divine Counselor who has many times enjoyed the supreme pleasure of a sojourn in the immediate 
personal presence of the Universal father [32:1] to the secondary midwayer assigned to the superhuman watchcare of the Apostle Andrew [1321].  
 
What a privilege, what a challenge, what an opportunity, what an experience is ours as a result of this book!  
 
We have considered the role of revelation in unification of our intellectual view of universe realities. Now let us consider the perfectly balanced, 
unified, perfected life of the Master. There are no less than ten specific references made to Jesus¹ life and teachings in these papers on religion. It 
would appear that the author wishes to convey to us that no serious study of religion is possible without considering Jesus¹ life and how he lived it. 
On page 2090:4 we are told, Of all human knowledge, that which is of greatest value is to know the religious life of Jesus and how he lived it.  
 
The presentation entitled "The Acme of Religious Living" states: The unique feature of the Master's personality was not so much its perfection as its 
symmetry, its exquisite and balanced unification [1101:5].  
 
He was truly sincere; there was nothing of the hypocrite in him. He lived the truth, even as he taught it and He was unquestionably loyal to all truth 
[1101:6]. He was reasonable, approachable, practical, characterized by sanctified common sense with exquisite discrimination associated with 
extraordinary sense of propriety. . . He was surcharged with divine enthusiasm, but never became fanatical [1101:6].  
 
He was emotionally active but never flighty, . . . imaginative but always practical [1102:1], courageous but never reckless, prudent but never 
cowardly, sympathetic but not sentimental, unique but not eccentric, pious but not sanctimonious. 
 
. . . [H]e was so well-poised because he was so perfectly unified. . . he was very broad in his outlook. His sympathetic heart embraced all mankind, 
even a universe [1102:3].  
 
He was unusually cheerful but not a blind optimist. He was candid but always kind; frank but always friendly. While he was living a life of inspiration 
to an entire universe, he fraternized with the little children. 
 
Jesus was the perfectly unified human personality. And today, as in Galilee, he continues to unify moral experience and to co-ordinate human 
endeavors. He unifies life, ennobles character, and simplifies experience. He enters the human mind to elevate, transform, and transfigure it. It is 
literally true: "If any man has Christ Jesus within him, he is a new creature; old things are passing away; behold, all things are becoming new." 
[1103:6]  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
The Family: Birthplace of Cosmic Citizens  
 
PLENARY ADDRESS, IC99, AUGUST 1999, CANADA PAUL SNIDER , USA © COPYRIGHT 1999 BY PAUL SNIDER. ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED. USED WITH PERMISSION  
 
I salute the God within you. 
 
*** 
 
We bring a child into the world. A simple and ordinary thing, but wonderfully complex. Whether we know it or not, we have now become engaged in 
the supreme responsibility of human existence.1 We have now begun the process of nurturing and shaping a cosmic citizen. What faith the Father in 
heaven has in us to allow us the privilege of doing this.2 To entrust His children to our watchcare.3 Of all human trusts, this is the most sacred,4 our 
highest human duty.5 Whether we know it or not, these are the facts of life.  



 
(By the way, you'll notice quite a few Urantia Book references in what I have to say. I'll mention only a few of them specifically.)  
 
What is it about the idea of family that makes it so profoundly important? Why does The Urantia Book say that almost everything of lasting value has 
its roots in the family,6 that the home is civilization¹s only hope of survival?7 Why is it that the family occupied the very center of Jesus¹ philosophy 
of life, here and hereafter?8 What is it in this simple notion that resonates from here to Paradise and beyond?  
 
I think we can find some of the answers by looking at what families do. Every family is unique. No two have exactly the same dynamics. And yet, 
families all do the same things, with greater or lesser skill.  
 
In family life we are like sharp rough-edged stones all thrown together. We continuously toss against each other in the river of time. After all the 
rubbing and rubbing the sharp edges begin to disappear. We become smooth pebbles. We adjust our antagonisms. We teach the pursuits of peace to 
our children. 6 The family is the master civilizer. 9  
 
With some assistance from friends, neighbors, and community, the true family teaches most of what is really essential in life.9 This is what The 
Urantia Book tells us. This is what our own experience confirms. Well, what are the essentials of life?  
 
First and foremost, we begin to learn about love, how to love, how to be loved. All of the foundations of cosmic citizenship are built upon the 
enduring base of love. Without love we are nothing. Without love there is no place for us in the universe. In the way we love our children we begin to 
get a glimmer‹we actually begin to experience‹the way God relates to His universe children. And at the same time‹if we get it right‹we portray to our 
children the first of a long series of ascending disclosures of the love of God for all universe children.10 We begin to portray uncondi-tional love.  
 
Second, we learn about mercy. I have so often received mercy that I did not deserve, that I have come to define mercy as what you extend to someone 
who doesn¹t deserve it. If it¹s deserved, it¹s not mercy, it¹s justice.  
 
Someone once told me that home is where you go when you can¹t go anywhere else. When I think about that, when I think about all the children who 
can¹t ever go home again‹when I imagine their eyes‹it tears my heart out. Mercy is what you extend to someone who doesn¹t deserve it. Home is 
where we first begin to learn about mercy and forgiveness. Mercy is applied love. 11  
 
Third, we learn about ministry. A true parent continuously ministers to the child.12 And ministry does not mean indulgence. Just the opposite. 
Ministry focuses on things that build character. In time, children come to recognize this and appreciate it. And this service endures as long as there is 
a parent-child relationship. You never stop being a father. You never stop being a mother.  
 
The list could go on and on. So many other things. The family teaches culture to the next generation.13 The family teaches patience, altruism, 
tolerance, forbearance.14 And it also teaches duty, responsibility, discipline, consequences. It teaches us that we are all bound together, that we rise or 
fall, a little bit or a lot, with the actions of each member.15 It¹s not like a big corporation in which you can say: We¹re having some financial problems 
this year. We¹ll have to downsize. Sorry, but we¹ll have to let a few of you kids go. Good luck.16  
 
No way. In a family you can¹t lay off or fire anyone. The family teaches: We are all in this together. We will rise or fall with each other . . . 
Somewhere the thought recurs again and again in my mind: It is the Father¹s will that none should be lost.  
 
* * *  
 
Six months after I discovered God I discovered The Urantia Book. This was in 1965, and Mary has been with me in this since the beginning. I can't 
begin to tell you how valuable that has been.  
 
The Urantia Book made us aware of a presence, within our reach, of a sphere of life infinitely more valuable than the natural life of humankind.17 We 
wanted to find out more about this, explore its higher pathways wherever they would lead. We wanted to introduce our children to the majestic 
cosmic framework of the Urantia teachings. But how?  
 
This was no easy question.  
 
Not knowing what else to do, we plunged ahead. We made every mistake we could think of, and a few more. We tried reading passages from the 
book at dinnertime. We tried formal lessons, with lesson plans and diagrams, the whole works. A certain telltale glaze would come over the children¹s 
eyes. We tried to make a family study group. We tried a few disastrous family councils. We weren¹t connecting.  
 
One day, at the mention of Jesus, we observed about 7 or 8 seconds of pure, apprehensive silence among the children. Then one of them said: "Here 
comes another brainy lecture."  
 
That stopped us in our tracks. We felt like total failures. For more than six months we made no mention of the book or the teachings. And then we 
began accidentally to stumble forward into the light.  
 
What began to work was quite simple and practical. It started at the dinner table. Over the months and years that followed, we did other things‹we did 
a lot of study group activity, always with children who were free to wander in and out as they pleased. We took part for years in a beautiful meeting 
for worship in an organized religion. But it was the dinner table that turned the tide.  
 
Mary and I had both taken steps to arrange our lives so that we could have family sit-down dinners. No television. No distractions. I restricted my 
travel to only a few days a year.  
 



Sitting around the table we began to tell stories from The Urantia Book. We didn¹t plan this as a teaching exercise. It just unfolded naturally from our 
enthusiasm. We began to tell stories about the Garden of Eden, Adamson and Ratta, the fandors, the midwayers, the goings on in Dalamatia, the 
Lucifer rebellion, Van and Amadon, life on a neighboring planet, what happens when you awaken after mortal death, the morontia journey, Jesus on 
Mount Hermon, Jesus and Rebecca‹so many Jesus stories. The Urantia Book has lots of good stories. Some of them are spectacular.  
 
The children found these stories fascinating, and would ask questions. It was a natural and easy transition to move beyond the stories into teaching. In 
the normal conversations about the events of the day, issues would always arise from which the perspectives of the Urantia Papers could shed some 
larger illumination.  
 
Much of what we tried to teach came in response to questions. All of the children have great curiosity and lively imaginations. But in the beginning, 
we tended to over-teach, to say too much. We quickly found we had to learn a fundamental lesson, which was this: The child must remain in control 
of the learning process, and feel in control.  
 
Because of your own enthusiasm for the teachings, you may not always watch closely enough for body language that tells you the point has been 
made or the lesson has ended. You have a great urge to add one more thought to round out the concept, to list one or two additional facts, to give one 
more example, to offer one more cogent observation. . . Don¹t.  
 
When the look in the eye says stop, when the body language says stop, bite your tongue and stop. Let the child remain in control. This makes all the 
difference. It keeps things relaxed. It stimulates the child to keep on asking questions. . . I can remember nights when we never left the dinner table 
until midnight. Two children on one knee, another child on the other knee. Questions, questions, questions. It was exhilarating.  
 
There is one other thing I should mention about the dinner table discussions. Mary and I quite often see things in different ways. We share the same 
values, but our perceptions come in from different angles. I should also mention that Mary‹bless her heart‹has never been hesitant to speak her mind. 
Over the years there were many times when Mary and I would present different interpretations of some of the Urantia teachings. At the time I thought 
to myself: My God, we are really going to confuse the kids. It was not until many years later that we learned they weren¹t confused at all. What they 
took away from these exchanges was this: There is no dogma. You are free to have your own opinion. For a young mind, this was a liberating 
revelation.  
 
* * *  
 
In our years of child rearing there were two things we were consciously trying to do.  
 
More than anything else, we wanted each of our children to develop a personal, private, powerful relationship with God, and a desire to follow the 
inspiration of Jesus¹ life and teachings wherever it would lead them.  
 
Second, we wanted to help our children develop a framework for living their mortal lives that would be fully consistent with all phases of living 
anywhere in the universe beyond‹through all the morontia progressions, even to the realms of Paradise. We wanted our children to feel at home in the 
universe,18 to know we have friends on other worlds.  
 
We didn¹t call this cosmic citizenship then, but in retrospect that¹s what we often talked about. Except for the Supreme. We just nibbled around the 
edges of the Supreme.  
 
Cosmic citizenship does not begin in the mansion worlds. It begins here and now. One of the major purposes of The Urantia Book is to tell us that. 
Beyond its purpose of spiritual transformation, the revelation introduces us to the idea that we are entry-level participants in an immense enterprise. It 
says in effect: Folks, this is the way the universe works. It's time you knew it. These are the facts of universe reality. Start getting used to it.  
 
We live and move and have our being within the Supreme Being19 ‹the evolving Mother God,20 the Finite God,21 the God of Time and Space,22 the 
God of Experience.23 We can only approach the Supreme by means of experience.24 We have to do something.25 We cannot evolve without the 
Supreme. The Supreme probably cannot evolve without us.26 Thus, we have a duty to the Supreme.27 Our duty is to help build dynamic levels of 
experience-based spirituality into the immanence of the Supreme.28 This is a big job. It involves the entire grand universe.29 We have to work 
together to do our tiny, tiny, tiny irreplaceable part.30  
 
Where do we start? How do we begin? I am going to suggest eight types of action, eight modes of living, that repercuss in the Supreme, that not only 
help us evolve, but also help the Supreme evolve. There are many, many more things we can do in addition to these eight ideas, but these eight are 
illustrative of how we can proceed as individuals. I won¹t even try to suggest how we can proceed as groups. But as individuals, these are the kinds of 
things that begin to build an enduring foundation for cosmic citizenship. In more extended detail, these were the kinds of things we discussed over the 
years around the dinner table.  
 
The first action is to stay focused.  
 
Each of us has to make a decision about survival and continuing growth, to become ever more godlike. We have to want to go forward. Mary and I 
gave absolute assurances to the children that none of them would ever be dragged kicking and screaming into higher states of being. When life gets 
you down, stay focused on the larger scheme of things.  
 
Staying focused means staying focused on the Father¹s will as the singular enduring principle of all existence, the sure pathway to progress now and 
forever.  
 
But there is an important companion word. We have to stay intelligently focused. What this does not mean is saying: Hey, boss, tell me what to do 
and I'll do it.31 You can't get anywhere near Paradise with that attitude. You need to supply some real volitional horsepower.  



 
What it does mean is intelligent partnership, always knowing who the senior partner is. Intelligent focus means we express again and 
again‹forever‹within our mind, the full volitional power of the personality prerogatives God has given us: Father, I will to do your will. I choose your 
will. I understand its supernal value.  
 
Many people believe the Father's will applies only to big decisions, major actions. They think God is too busy to get involved in the small and 
commonplace details of daily living. Those who hold this view simply do not understand that God is truly infinite.  
 
There is one phrase, just part of a sentence in The Urantia Book, that clearly teaches that the will of God extends even into the smallest details of life, 
that at every moment of our conscious being, we have the opportunity to choose His will. The sentence is on page 1555, in the middle of paragraph 2, 
in a description of the Apostle John.  
 
I think this is the most powerful sentence in The Urantia Book. It says that Jesus always deferred his slightest wish to the will of the Father in heaven.  
 
To the casual mind,32 commitment at this level‹the 100 percent level‹would be terribly restrictive, like a straitjacket. It would turn us into spiritual 
zombies. The fact is, it would lead to just the opposite. The Father's will is the greatest liberating force in the universe. Jesus proved that over and 
over again in his life. And the more fully we progress as cosmic citizens, the more fully we will come actually to experience the truth of this 
statement.  
 
The second action is to stay relaxed.  
 
I don't mean lounging around in your bathrobes. I mean inwardly relaxed. Spiritually relaxed. Don't keep feeling your spiritual pulse. The action 
nucleus of this idea comes in moving from a state of tension to something approaching spiritual serenity. We will have to do this long into the future. 
You can't grow when you're tense.  
 
The most spiritually relaxing story I ever heard grew out of a meeting long ago between George Foxx, founder of the Quakers, and William Penn, 
before he moved to Philadelphia. As the story was told to me, Penn was then a young Englishman, a pretty tough guy, a sword-carrying 
swashbuckler. He was becoming interested in the Quakers and was thinking of joining their religious society. But he was hesitant. So he met with 
George Foxx.  
 
Penn said: If I become a Quaker, how long can I carry my sword?  
Foxx said: Let's sit down and pray together about that.  
They prayed together for a good period of time. Then finally, Foxx looked up and said: As long as you can.  
I think this story reveals God's attitude toward us. Go forward with your whole self. Don't keep looking back at the baggage you left behind. Carry 
your sword as long as you can. But when you put it down, when it's just not you anymore, put it down forever.  
 
The third action is to stay balanced.  
 
Just because we study The Urantia Book doesn¹t mean we are in a halfway house to heaven. All it means is that we have expanded potential. We are 
not chosen people. We are not special. What we have is the sustenance of a far-flung cosmic perspective.33 Our challenge is to translate potential into 
actual‹into living the teachings we have begun to comprehend. But the road from here to there is long and difficult.  
 
Always, we emphasized: Use common sense. Keep things in proportion, even The Urantia Book. Assimilate the wholeness of the teachings. Don't get 
lost in a single part.  
 
Year after year, as a family, we witnessed individuals walking around with Urantia Books, but who had clearly lost their balance and were becoming 
strange. Some of them seemed to do it all by themselves. Some of them seemed to fall victim to the distractions that interlace the Urantia movement.  
 
We consistently taught the children that there is inherent dignity and worth in every other person, that in time we will all become brothers and sisters 
of destiny. And we often told our children that we can never know where, or when, or how the light of God will illuminate another mind. The only 
thing we can know for sure is that God always works in strikingly original ways. So we should listen carefully to what others say, try to remain 
spiritually aware.  
 
Over the years, all of us had to weigh these teachings against the observations and assessments necessary to determine when we were in the presence 
of truth, or when we were in the presence of an exaggerated religious ego.34  
 
With Jesus as your role model, these assessments are much easier to make. The symmetry of Jesus' personality is balance in its most exquisite form. 
We are clearly taught that "the secret of his unparalleled religious life was his consciousness of the presence of God; and he attained it by intelligent 
prayer and sincere worship‹unbroken communion with God‹and not by leadings, voices, visions, or extraordinary religious practices."35 That says it 
all.  
 
The fourth action is to stay loyal.  
 
Stay loyal to the highest values you can comprehend. We have been taught that human loyalties, once mobilized, are hard to change.36 Our most 
profound loyalties underlie the actions of everything we do.  
 
We wanted our children to find pathways that would lead to the deepest ranges of soul mobilization.  
 



Jesus placed a very high premium on loyalty. And so does the human race. The Urantia Papers tell us that children are permanently impressed only by 
our primary loyalties.37 And children cannot be fooled about this.  
 
When we have established the sovereignty of truth, beauty, and goodness in our heart,38 we will nurture it and support it wherever we find it. We will 
be loyal to what these values represent.  
 
People tend to say truth, beauty, and goodness almost as a singular phrase. They grasp what truth means. They understand goodness. But too 
often‹much too often‹people forget that beauty is the middle word, of equal value with the other two. Beauty is a primary aspect of God we too often 
ignore.  
 
Not only the beauty of things physical and material, but also the beauty of relationships in which the integrity of the relationship is honored and never 
violated or betrayed. Beauty of the spirit of things. Cosmic levels of beauty. Beauty that rises within the great spiritual power of wholehearted 
devotion to a common cause, mutual loyalty to a cosmic Deity.39  
 
The great thing we can teach our children is hope and faith in the ultimate goodness, truth and beauty of creation.  
 
God-centered loyalty is fundamental. Loyalty to truth, beauty, and goodness is fundamental. Our primary loyalties will be tested over and over again 
in our godward adventure. And these tests will usually come out of ambush, to catch us when we're not looking, to capture what is the real 
spontaneous and instantaneous reaction of the heart.  
 
The fifth action is to stay determined.  
 
Persevere. Grow to the maximum of your being. Don't ever stop, except for an occasional rest. Use the talents you were given. Use it or lose it40- 
that's the law of the universe.  
 
Life will knock you down again and again. Get up stronger each time. Pick yourself up and go forward. Learn from your mistakes. Become better for 
the experience.  
 
One of my favorite stories comes from the boxer, Archie Moore. Archie Moore had remarkable endurance as a fighter. He was 45 years old and still 
knocking 22-year olds out of the ring.  
 
One night Archie was up against a tough young fighter in a 15-rounder. Archie was holding his own right into the 15th round when his opponent 
knocked him to the canvas. The referee began the count. At the count of nine Archie got up, and quickly proceeded to knock the other guy out of the 
ring.  
 
In the dressing room some reporters crowded around Archie. You know how reporters are sometimes they ask really dumb questions. But sometimes 
the dumb questions produce remarkable answers. One of the reporters asked: Archie, when you were down for the nine-count, what were you 
thinking about?  
 
Archie thought for a few moments, then he said: Well, I kind of got to thinking‹like he's got all afternoon‹if I don't get up off the mat, I'm gonna lose 
the fight.  
 
That story has inspired our whole family for 30 years. When times are really tough, when you have worked to the point of utter exhaustion and there 
is still more to do, when you¹re up against an impossible deadline and all the energy seems gone, when the odds against you seem overwhelming, just 
say to yourself: If I don't get up off the mat, I¹m gonna lose the fight. Then get up off the mat and win the fight.  
 
The sixth action is to stay nonjudgmental.  
 
This is an action because you usually have to work at it. It doesn¹t just pop into your head naturally as your first response, unless you have become 
very spiritual.  
 
Staying nonjudgmental means we have to be cautious about making judgments about other people, especially about their motives. I¹m sure that all of 
us, at one time or another have found ourselves accused of motives that were the exact opposite of what we were thinking. So we all understand the 
social danger.  
 
To be judgmental is to be quick to condemn, quick to assign motives, quick to assume a superior morality; quick to gossip, quick to mistrust. I think 
we can all imagine that life in the cosmos cannot proceed on this basis. So it is best we start learning the lesson now, that we begin to place a high 
value on accuracy. To give others the benefit of the doubt. To approach life situations with a nonjudgmental attitude.  
 
Sometimes what you think you see is not what you're seeing at all. The Urantia Book portrait of our snarling primitive ancestor facing a sabre-tooth 
tiger is only one of countless examples we could use. What we are instructed to look for is the truth content in what is going on.  
 
Here is one of my favorite examples.41 About a thousand years ago King Canute the Great united Denmark, Norway, Southern Sweden, and England 
into a Viking empire. The history books you probably read told you that Canute had a massive ego and was so intoxicated with power he did a strange 
thing. He took his throne chair to the edge of the sea and commanded the waves to stop. This is the story of the false historian.  
 
The true historian would tell you this. Yes, Canute did take his throne chair to the edge of the sea. Yes, he did command the waves to stop. But let's 
look at the motive behind the act.  
 



Canute was angered by the constant flattery of those around him. They kept telling him he was so powerful he was capable of any achievement. He 
needed to teach them a lesson they would never forget.  
 
"After ordering back the sea and getting his feet wet, Canute then said: Let all men know how empty and worthless is the power of kings, for there is 
none worthy of the name but He whom heaven and earth and sea obey by eternal laws."  
 
"Afterward, Canute never again wore his crown. He hung it instead in Winchester Cathedral."  
 
So what looked like ego and intoxication of power to a false historian was in truth a demonstration of profound humility to a true historian. Let us not 
become false historians, even in the small details of our daily lives and interactions. This is a lesson for all time.  
 
The seventh action is to stay driven.  
 
Stay driven to excel in whatever you undertake. You can't get to Paradise with half-hearted effort. The universe is a place of whole hearts. Might as 
well learn that right now. Always do your best. Whatever is worth doing is worth doing well. Put your heart into it. These are not clichés. This is 
Reality 101.  
 
We have been taught that "it is repugnant to the divine nature to suffer any sort of deterioration or ever to permit the execution of any purely personal 
act in an inferior way."42 The work of this world is of paramount importance, but important as it is, the work itself is not nearly so important as the 
way we do this work.43  
 
As cosmic citizens, the quest for perfection‹relaxed perfection must become the underlying urge for everything we do.  
 
The eighth action is to stay cooperative.  
 
If we're not already cooperative in nature, we had better start learning fast. One of the most important lessons we learn on this planet is teamwork,44 
how to work effectively with other people, especially people who are not at all like us. Once we learn the transcendent value of teamwork, we will 
begin to get a glimpse of what is really going on in the universe.  
 
* * *  
 
So much to do. So many things to keep in mind. And this is not even basic training it's just the introduction to our basic training as citizens of a 
universe teeming with life and purpose.  
 
Fortunately, The Urantia Book comes to our rescue. It provides a basic model for universe progression‹a primary progression technique for cosmic 
problem solving. And it also reveals a primary progression attitude. These two things together will get you from here to there.  
 
The progression technique is very simple, and you always have it with you wherever you are. The technique is to trade your mind for the mind of 
Jesus45‹the Jesus of The Urantia Book. The Jesus we have come to know as having a superbly balanced character, a wonderful symmetry of 
toughness and compassion, an unflinching dedication to seeking and doing the Father's will.  
 
As you face decisions, actions, situations, think to yourself: What would Jesus do? Your honest answers to that question will begin to guide your 
actions with great spiritual power. Once you have done this with real success the first time once you actually experience the mind of Jesus, however 
briefly, you will never want to go back to your old ways.  
 
The primary progression attitude is equally simple. A Melchizedek revelator tells us that the keys to the kingdom of heaven are: sincerity, more 
sincerity, and more sincerity. All of us have these keys within us, and we use them by decisions, by more decisions, and by more decisions.46 In time, 
we build up a gathering momentum that carries us ever godward.  
 
Mary and I taught our children that The Urantia Book is not the end of the search, but only the beginning. Everything in life becomes more 
fascinating in the cosmic glow of the Urantia teachings. The first time I read the book cover to cover was in 1967. I discovered the majestic beauty of 
the writing, the supernal character of the philosophical observations, the symphonic quality in the way the revelation unfolds. I have often said: I have 
been bored only four times since 1967.  
 
We live in a dangerous world, but one that is alive with promise. All through the world, even now, we can feel the stirrings for love and beauty,47 the 
hunger for truth and righteousness rising in the human heart. Let each of us, each day give nourishment to these splendid hungers.  
 
We who believe in the Urantia teachings are called voluntarily to a higher standard of conduct and action. We are now called upon to act out the 
meanings of what we have discovered. But how?  
 
What would Jesus do?  
 
* * *  
 
God bless you my friends, my brothers and sisters of destiny, and keep you in His love forever.  
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Hi there everyone. As you are all most likely aware, my name is Merindi Swadling. I would like to share some of my recent experiences with you 
today. First of all, some background info:  
 
I am 25 years old  
My parents Kathleen and Trevor‹have been reading The Urantia Book for about 20 years  
I have been reading for about 18 months  
and no, I have not yet completed this amazingly huge book, but I am getting there.  
I just want to ask a few questions of you all:  
 
Who here has children?  
How many of these children are under 30 years old?  
And how many of these have read or are reading The Urantia Book?  
So, where are they all today?  
Interesting isn't it? Why aren't your children interested in becoming involved with the Urantia movement . . . and why are some not even interested in 
reading the book? I have some thoughts on this, and will come back to it a bit later.  
 
What was it like growing up with The Urantia Book? Because I didn't grow up without The Urantia Book, I guess I can't really compare. But overall I 
truly believe my brothers and I had one of the best up-bringing that is possible. Sure, we had our usual family dramas that influenced us as young 
children, but overall we grew up with:  
 
a strong belief in God,  
an understanding of the universe and what is all means,  
a faith in the fact that we do go on to bigger and better things after our lives here on Urantia, a love of Jesus, and on the whole we experienced a peace 
in our lives that not too many children and teenagers feel.  
 
I remember when we were young we often put on our pajamas and gathered around Mum on this tiny little couch we had in the living room. We were 
curled up waiting for a story. Mum used to tell us stories whilst drawing illustrations to the story on a sketchpad. Her stories gave us an understanding 
of questions such as "How did we get here?" "Why are we here?" and "What is this whole thing all about?" I remember clearly the day she drew the 
life carriers planting life in the oceans around the world. Under the water she drew these microscopic life forms evolving into fish, and then to our 
amazement these fish began walking out onto the land. She drew whilst she talked, and the three of us were enthralled. We couldn¹t wait till the next 
night to find out what happened to these walking fish. And, of course, we soon found out that the walking fish eventually became us! I sometimes 
remember these stories with a smile and wish I could remember them in more detail.  
 
What I believe this basically gave us was a good understanding of the concepts of The Urantia Book. Before I began reading on my own, I knew all 
about the Lucifer rebellion, Adam and Eve, Michael of Nebadon, the Seraphim and Cherubim, the Morontia Worlds, and other such teachings.  
 
I guess the point I am trying to make is that I am truly thankful that readers of The Urantia Book brought me up. I know that I would not be the person 
I am today if it was not for the understanding and wisdom I gained as a young child and as a teenager.  
 
Which brings me to my present day situation. As I mentioned earlier, I have been reading the book for approximately 18 months, and in this period I 
have experienced a sense of joy and peace that has never been in my life before.  
 



I spent 3 months in Chicago with my parents last year, and if any of you have ever visited Urantia Foundation, commonly known as 533, you will 
understand when I say that it was an amazing experience. Even if I had resisted the teachings of The Urantia Book, I would have been touched by the 
time that I spent there. I met many of the American readers and had some invaluable conversations. I know that if I had not been in Chicago for this 
period last year, I may not be reading the book today.  
 
I met another young reader of the book during this time in Chicago; some of you met Mike MacIsaac when he visited Australia earlier this year. Mike 
has been dedicated to bringing together young readers of the book from around the world. He made me realise that not only 40-50 year olds can relate 
to this book, and that it actually has teachings that are relevant to the 20-30 year olds of this world. Wow! Now this was a new concept to me. I want 
to diverge for a moment on this topic. All my life I have looked upon anything relating to The Urantia Book as "something my parents did." I think 
you will all agree that it is not too cool to associate yourself with your parent¹s beliefs, and it was definitely not a good look to socialise with your 
parents¹ friends. This may not be too nice, but I could think of nothing worse when I was 15 years of age than staying at home whilst Mum and 
Trevor hosted Urantia get-togethers. Today, I could think of nothing better. Perhaps you may think that I have simply grown up or matured, but I 
know that if I had not met other young readers of the book it would have taken much longer for me to begin reading. Thus I may never have become 
involved with other readers, and most likely would not be at this conference today. Yes, I do believe I would have completed the book some day, 
probably when I had children of my own, but it would have been later rather than earlier.  
 
The benefits I believe I have gained from reading the book earlier rather than later are numerous‹I have been able to cope with the ups and downs that 
come along with being 25: working full time, studying part time, socialising often, attempting to save money whilst financing my high expenditure, 
etc., etc. The Urantia Book has enabled me to balance the material life that I lead and the intellectual mindset I need at work and university with a 
high level of spiritual activity. The spiritual aspect of my day-to-day life is satisfying and healthy and brings with it much peace and joy.  
 
So, how do we encourage young people to take an interest in the teachings of this wonderful book? I believe we should begin the task with the 
children of Urantia readers, your children. But how do we encourage these children and young adults to realise that it is not so uncool to hang out 
with your parents¹ friends? Should we send all of our children to Chicago to meet Mike MacIssac? I don¹t think so.  
 
Needless to say, Mike and I became good friends and continued our friendship when I returned to Australia. We spent considerable time in Chicago 
last year deciding on the best way to get young readers talking to each other and what was the most appropriate format for this interaction. Of course, 
the World Wide Web is the communication device of our generation, and it seemed logical that we utilise this to its utmost potential. Mike and his 
brother set up a website dedicated to all young readers of The Urantia Book. From this came an e-mail discussion list called "UBYouth." The 
discussion list currently has approximately 35 members and is extremely active, meaning that there are discussions happening on a daily basis, 
discussions that cover many topics. We discuss things such as:  
 
What did you do this weekend? How is your boyfriend/girlfriend/husband/wife? What was that club like . . . I¹ve heard it's a really cool place to hang 
out!  
 
How long have you been reading The Urantia Book, and can you share your experience with us?  
 
What is the difference between the soul, the mind, and the personality?  
 
How do you feel about sex before marriage? Are we allowed to drink and party with our friends? Are there any "rules" in this book?  
 
How do you respond when a Christian friend informs you that those people who don¹t accept that Jesus Christ died for their sins will be ending their 
lives in Hell?  
 
And of course the old favourite, what is this dispute occurring between the Foundation and the Fellowship?  
Besides all the discussion and the seriousness of some of the topics that are being brought up, overall we are just good friends. We are supportive and 
encouraging to each other, and I am thankful for the friendships I have formed through this list.  
 
Additional to the discussion list, the UBYouth website has photos, introduction pages, a guestbook, and a link to the chat channel. It is a great site to 
visit, whether you are young or not, and easy to find because there is a link to it from the Foundation's website (http://www.x-hi.com/ubyouth/).  
 
A "youth" weekend was held in Chicago recently just prior to the Vancouver conference. I was fortunate enough to attend, and again this was an 
amazing experience for me. There were 14 young readers of the book gathered with the sole purpose of getting to know each other better and increase 
our understanding of the teachings of The Urantia Book. We had some great fun and some heavy discussions. We left Chicago with valuable 
friendships formed and a true appreciation of each other.  
 
I then travelled from Chicago to Vancouver . . . Vancouver! What words can I possibly use to describe this conference? Big, extremely BIG ‹960 
people big! It was enjoyable, inspiring, dramatic, emotional, humorous, sociable, and loads of fun. On the other hand, it was frustrating, sad, tense, 
annoying, and occasionally boring.  
 
Strange some of you may be thinking, how can such opposing adjectives be used to describe a 6-day event? I don¹t know how, but I know that this 
was a confusing week for me. Events of this conference sent me through high feelings to low feelings. Why? I'm still not sure. But I believe it may 
have something to do with the fact that it was:  
 
The first North American conference I have attended.  
 
The first Fellowship conference I have attended.  
 
The first conference I have been to with more than 80 people in attendance‹and there were 960 people there.  



 
The first time I have been around such a variety of readers: the Teaching Mission, the UFO supporters, the pot smokers, the studious readers who 
have analysed the book for many years, supporters of the Fellowship, supporters of the Foundation, readers who were 85 years of age, readers who 
were 13 years of age, people who have been reading for 35 years, and people who have been reading for 35 days.  
 
The list could go on and on.  
 
I would have to say that the best thing about the Vancouver conference was the joy from meeting so many young readers. There were approximately 
45 youths between the ages of 18 and 30. We had a great time together and began valuable friendships. These young people were cool, we had some 
laughs, some emotional discussions, some crazy conversations, we went to the pub a few times, and we basically just enjoyed the fact that we were 
not the only young person taking an interest in The Urantia Book. The conference was definitely a memory I shall hold for a long time, and all 
readers, young and "older," should experience a conference like this one day.  
 
Which brings me back to my question earlier‹how do we encourage young people, your children, to take an interest in The Urantia Book? And why 
don't many second generationers read the book?  
 
I think the key to this is to let them know they are not alone. Teach them that there are many people their own age that also have parents who read 
"this strange book." Encourage them to learn that the book has teachings that are more than relevant to their lives and that these teachings will assist 
them in their struggles to get through these confusing and difficult years. Let them find out that young people can and do have fun at Urantia 
gatherings.  
 
One of the biggest fears in a young person¹s mind is what things may look like to their peers. We are struggling to find our own way, attempting to 
define ourselves as individuals and learn all about life‹quickly. To do this we often make decisions on what is happening around us and on what our 
peers are doing or saying. The risk that you may be isolated by speaking out about something as "uncool" as religion is so strong that many second 
generationers keep quiet . . . I know I did for a long time.  
 
The second question‹why don't children of Urantia Book readers read the book themselves? --is an interesting one. I didn't start reading until I was 24 
years of age . . . why not? To put it very simply . . . I didn't need to. I knew there was a God, I knew what was going to happen when I died, I knew 
the importance of loving my fellow man, I knew all about Jesus and his life here on Urantia. Basically, my life was not lacking any truths and I wasn't 
searching for truths. We heard yesterday about how people discovered the book and what their experiences with it have been, and the similarity with 
them all was the underlying desire to know the truth. I already knew, and have known since before I can remember.  
 
I know this is the way most children of Urantia Book readers feel. I often talk to my younger brother, Andrew, about the book‹and there have been 
many times I have witnessed him holding debates with his friends about God, the universe, and the purpose of our lives. He knows just as much as I 
do, and he is just as passionate. I have asked him why he hasn't read any of the book himself, and his answer is "Why should I, Merindi?" He doesn¹t 
have any burning questions that he needs answered . . . he is quite content just the way he is.  
 
I would like to move on a bit now, as I believe there is something that needs to be mentioned when we are discussing the youth of the Urantia 
movement, and I¹m not entirely sure I am going to be able to explain it sufficiently. But I guess I will try.  
 
"YOUTH" as a word has been defined for many thousands of years by the society in which we live. It is quite often seen in a negative connotation. 
Have a quick think about it . . . what words come to your mind when you think about "Youth"? Alcohol? Drugs? Casual sex? The dole? Sleep-ins? 
Hanging out in shopping malls? Skateboards? Surfboards? Baggy pants that are positioned way too far down the backside? Baseball caps on 
backward in the middle of the night . . . and other such ridiculous fashions? I think you know what I am saying.  
 
Where in this list can we see words such as responsible, intelligent, mature, ambitious, idealistic, new way of thinking, desirable, laughter, confused, 
and other such words? They are not the first things that come to mind, are they? Yet these words are often more truthful when we are describing the 
youth of today, actually when we are describing youth in any era.  
 
If you can picture the word YOUTH, and consider 2 branches coming out of the word. On one of the branches we see negative or detrimental 
definitions and categorising of youth. Occurrences that come from this are a group of young individuals who have no responsibility, not many morals, 
and plenty of rebellion. This is the group who are constantly excused by the older generation, simply because "they are young." "Oh, that's OK that he 
failed to say thank-you, or he didn¹t show up for his sister's birthday dinner . . . he¹s only young, he doesn¹t know better." This is not to say that the 
youth are totally blameless . . . they can often use this as an excuse for their behaviour also. "Don¹t worry Mum, I'll settle down and get a job someday 
. . . I'm only young you know"  
 
The other branch of this is the positive side. Occurrences from this are a group of young individuals who are responsible for their actions, kind to one 
another, individualistic without the rebellion. They are encouraged by their parents and other members of society to discover who they are and find 
their place, whilst still being responsible and mature in their behaviour. They are recognised as being different from the older generation, but they are 
included in the activities of the older group. They are given the freedom to behave as young adults whilst there is still an expectation that they act in a 
sensible and intelligent manner.  
 
So we have two sides of the definition. By defining youth and segregating them in our society or in the Urantia movement we run the risk of 
encouraging irresponsible and rebellious behaviour. The aim should be to recognise the differences between young and old, whilst attempting to 
integrate the two groups. Have I explained this properly?  
 
In summary, I want to make the point that as Urantia Book readers we need to be careful about the way in which we deal with young readers of the 
book. We need to ensure they are given the opportunity to meet and socialise with other young people whilst still including them in the decision-
making process and in the various, sometimes complex discussions we have. As parents we should be encouraging our children from a very early age 



to be questioning their lives and the environment they live in. They need to be treated as individuals and taught to take responsibility for their actions. 
These children should be nurtured in such a way that they grow up with a comprehensive understanding of the teachings and concepts in The Urantia 
Book. This will lead to the satisfaction of knowing that they have nothing to fear. They will be confident in the knowledge that to treat their fellow 
men with goodness, kindness, and love is the only way to live their lives and will provide them with ultimate happiness. Whether they read the book 
or not is almost irrelevant‹although, of course, it is desirable. As long as their lives are lived through love and not fear, they will be OK.  
 
Of course, I would like to end with some quotes from The Urantia Book.This comes from Paper 84 Marriage and Family Life, a beautiful paper.  
 
Love of offspring is almost universal and is of distinct survival value. The ancients always sacrificed the mother¹s interests for the welfare of the 
child; an Eskimo mother even yet licks her baby in lieu of washing But primitive mothers only nourished and cared for their children when very 
young; like the animals, they discarded them as soon as they grew up. Enduring and continuous human associations have never been founded on 
biologic affection alone. The animals love their children; man-civilized man-loves his children¹s children. The higher the civilization, the greater the 
joy of parents in the children¹s advancement and success; thus the new and higher realization of name pride comes into existence. [940:6]  
 
And further in the same paper,  
 
The olden ideas of family discipline were biologic, growing out of the realization that parents were creators of the child¹s being. The advancing ideals 
of family life are leading to the concept that bringing a child into the world, instead of conferring certain parental rights, entails the supreme 
responsibility of human existence. [941:6]  
 
Civilization regards the parents as assuming all duties, the child as having all the rights. Respect of the child for his parents arises, not in knowledge 
of the obligation implied in parental procreation, but naturally grows as a result of the care, training, and affection which are lovingly displayed in 
assisting the child to win the battle of life. The true parent is engaged in a continuous service-ministry which the wise child comes to recognize and 
appreciate. [941:7]  
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
A Balanced Unified Personality--the Foundation for Religious Growth  
 
RALPH D. ZEHR, NEW YORK, USA 
PRESENTED AT ESTONIA, KAREPA, 1999 
 
Webster gives the following definition of religion: "a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature and purpose of the universe, especially when 
considered as the creation of a superhuman agency or agencies, usually involving devotional and ritual observances, and often containing a moral 
code governing the conduct of human affairs" (Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, 1996). 
 
The Urantia Book offers many definitions for religion. Let's consider the following three definitions:  
 
1. True religion is a wholehearted devotion to some reality which the religionist deems to be of supreme value to himself and for all mankind. And the 
outstanding characteristics of all religions are: unquestioning loyalty and wholehearted devotion to supreme values. [1100:3] 
 
Because of the unquestioned loyalty and wholehearted devotion religionists have at times become fanatical and even radical. It is for this reason that 
religionists should pursue a healthy, balanced religious experience. Without it there is the risk of radicalism on the one hand or asceticism on the 
other.  
 
2. The next definition addresses this issue by indicating that true religion is a living love, a life of service [1100:7]. Service to others engages the 
entire personality. It requires accurate perception of another's needs. To be effective it must consider the best interest on the one being served. This 
involves value judgments. It may lead one into new and unfamiliar experiences. Sometimes it requires a trial-and-error approach. Most important, real 
service is based on love and leads to greater love. Sincere love mobilizes the entire personality. There is no better means of maintaining a healthy 
balance in life than being actively engaged in serving one's fellow man.  
 
3. Religion is the experiencing of divinity in the consciousness of a moral being of evolutionary origin; it represents true experience with eternal 
realities in time, the realization of spiritual satisfactions while yet in the 
flesh. [1104:4]  
 
Unfettered religious growth projects the personality far into the future because it is a response to the inner urgings of a fragment of God himself. 
Although it occurs in a setting of time and space, it transcends them, enabling the personality to experience eternal realities through the activity and 
contacts of the expanding soul. Thus religion engages the human personality on the intellectual, moral, social and spiritual levels.  
 
The importance of a well-balanced personality in religious growth cannot be overemphasized. The entire breath and depth of human experience 
provides the soil. The following statements from these papers indicate that religious growth requires co-ordination and unification of all aspects of the 
human personality.  
 
The soil essential for religious growth presupposes a progressive life of self-realization, the co-ordination of natural propensities, the exercise of 
curiosity and the enjoyment of reasonable adventure, the experiencing of 
feelings of satisfaction, the functioning of the fear stimulus of attention and awareness, the wonder-lure, and a normal consciousness of smallness, 
humility. Growth is also predicated on the discovery of selfhood accompanied by self-criticism. . . [1094:7] 
 
Man's sole contribution to growth is the mobilization of the total powers of his personality-living faith. [1097:4]  



 
But the great problem of religious living consists in the task of unifying the soul powers of the personality by dominance of LOVE. Health, mental 
efficiency, and happiness arise from the unification of physical systems, mind systems, and spirit systems. [1097:7]  
 
The progression of religious growth leads from stagnation through conflict to co-ordination, from insecurity to undoubting faith, confusion of cosmic 
consciousness to unification of personality, from the temporal objective to the eternal, from the bondage of fear to the liberty of divine sonship. 
[1098:5] 
 
It is a fact that religion does not grow unless it is disciplined by constructive criticism, amplified by philosophy, purified by science, and nourished by 
loyal fellowship. [1088:8]  
 
For this discussion we accept the basic assumption that mortal experience involves interaction on the following three levels:  
 
1. The material body.  
2. The supermaterial phase of the human being, the soul or even the indwelling spirit.  
3. The human mind, the mechanism for intercommunication and interassociation between spirit and matter, 
between the material and spiritual. [1110:9-11]  
 
We begin life mainly centered on the material body. Gradually an awareness develops of surrounding material things beyond our bodies. We then 
begin to perceive other beings as we become socially aware. With the interaction with others there is opportunity for growth of moral character. 
Those of you who have experienced parenthood have observed firsthand this early development of selfhood.  
 
It is the first moral choice by the child which results in the Thought Adjuster being sent forth to indwell its mind. This occurs just prior to the sixth 
birthday on average. Such a child is in possession of the full spiritual potential to initiate soul growth, achieve Adjuster fusion, complete the ascension 
career and enter the Corps of Mortal Finaliters.  
 
The challenge we all face is to transform these potentials into actuals. There are two specific ways to help achieve our potential mentioned in these 
papers on religion: first is to utilize the assistance revelation can provide to achieve intellectual unification of the material and spiritual realities, and 
second to gain a thorough knowledge of Jesus' life as he lived it on our own native world. As we seek to learn from Him, he continues to unify mortal 
experience and co-ordinate human endeavors [1103:6]. 
 
 
To consider the importance of revelation, let us recall the experience of the expanding awareness of a young person. As we view the universe from 
the outside, we observe the material-physical reality which is both predictable and measurable. For example, the gravitation attractions between 
physical bodies remains constant and mathematically defined. We can observe the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from high energy cosmic short 
wavelength radiation to low energy long wavelength radio waves. We are fully aware of that segment of the spectrum consisting of visible light. This 
is actually an inherent spectrum ranging from the shorter wavelength of violet to the longer wavelength of red light. The wavelengths of visible light 
range from 400-700 nanometers. As we move on the spectrum beyond red to longer wavelengths we encounter infrared which we sense as heat. If we 
go in the opposite direction toward shorter wavelengths we encounter ultra violet and subsequently x-rays.  
 
The eye is designed for detection of energy in the light spectrum. In other words the light spectrum is defined as that portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum which is detectable by the retina of the eye. The sensory portions of the retina consist of two distinct elements, the cones which are color 
sensitive and the rods which sense light as white and varying shades of gray. The rods are much more sensitive than the cones which explains why 
when light fades in the evening, at a certain point, we can no longer see color. At this point the light intensity has dropped below the energy level 
required to stimulate the visual pigment in the cones and one is then dependent on the rods which detect light as positive or the absence as negative or 
black. These phenomena are predictable, measurable, and reproducible. One could mention almost an endless array of additional examples of physical 
reality from chemistry, astronomy, geology, physics, and biology.  
 
On the other hand, when we look at the universe from the inside, we see an entirely different aspect. Now we are aware of the inner urgings which 
arise from contact with spiritual reality. There is the Thought Adjuster which contacts with the mind through the superconscious level. There is the 
Spirit of Truth working deeply within the human mind and is particularly concerned with assisting the human mind in recognizing the reality of truth 
or the conviction of truth [1949:3]. Then there are our Seraphic associates who work with us mainly through manipulating our social environment. As 
we begin to sense the reality of these inner supermaterial realities, in contrast to material reality, we become aware of the wide gulf or chasm which 
exists between the material and spiritual realities. There is no logical or philosophical means to connect or bridge the two. A sense of dichotomy or 
dual nature of universe reality results (1136:2-1137:3). 
 
The solution to this problem is present on the morontial worlds in the form of morontial mota. This is a level of reality which lies between the 
material and the spiritual, and will effectively enable us to perceive both the material, the spiritual, and the intervening level of reality which is absent 
on the material worlds.  
 
Until we reach the morontial worlds, we have been provided a solution which comes through revelation. Basically, revelation provides us the 
testimony of those who have come from the source and center of all things who can verify that the apparently distinctly different realities observed 
here in the form of the material and spiritual, are in fact divergent expressions of the great God himself. If we can accept by faith that He is the creator 
of all reality, that these simply represent various aspects of His unfathomable nature, then we can achieve a personal unification of his multiphasic 
creation here and now.  
 
This is summarized by the following: Thus does revelation successfully bridge the gulf between the material and the spiritual, even between the 
creature and Creator, between man and God [1106:9]. It should be noted that the unification of these divergent manifestations of God is an ongoing 
Paradise-ascension experience [1138:2].  



 
It seems appropriate to pause here for a moment to reflect on the unique opportunity you and I have to utilize this most recent epochal revelation, the 
fifth on our planet, in the unification of our perception of universe reality. We have at our disposal the testimony, the instructions and advice of a host 
of universe beings. They range from a Divine Counselor who has many times enjoyed the supreme pleasure of a sojourn in the immediate personal 
presence of the Universal Father [32:1] to the secondary midwayer assigned to the superhuman watchcare of the Apostle Andrew [1321].  
 
What a privilege, what a challenge, what an opportunity, what an experience is ours as a result of this book!  
 
We have considered the role of revelation in unification of our intellectual view of universe realities. Now let us consider the perfectly balanced, 
unified, perfected life of the Master. There are no less than ten specific references made to Jesus' life and teachings in these papers on religion. It 
would appear that the author wishes to convey to us that no serious study of religion is possible without considering Jesus' life and how he lived it. On 
page 2090:4 we are told, Of all human knowledge, that which is of greatest value is to know the religious life of Jesus and how he lived it.  
 
In the presentation entitled "The Acme of Religious Living" states The unique feature of the Master's personality was not so much its perfection as its 
symmetry, its exquisite and balanced unification [1101:5].  
 
He was truly sincere, there was nothing of the hypocrite in him. He lived the truth, even as he taught it and He was unquestionably loyal to all truth 
[1101:6]. He was reasonable, approachable, practical, characterized by sanctified common sense with exquisite discrimination associated with 
extraordinary sense of propriety. . . He was surcharged with divine enthusiasm, but never became fanatical [1101:6]. 
 
He was emotionally active but never flighty, . . . imaginative but always practical [1102:1], courageous but never reckless, prudent but never 
cowardly, sympathetic but not sentimental, unique but not eccentric, pious but not sanctimonious.  
 
. . . [He] was so well-poised because he was so perfectly unified. . . he was very broad in his outlook. His sympathetic heart embraced all mankind, 
even a universe [1102:3].  
 
He was unusually cheerful but not a blind optimist. He was candid but always kind, frank, but always friendly. While he was living a life of 
inspiration to an entire universe, he fraternized with the little children.  
 
Jesus was the perfectly unified human personality. And today, as in Galilee, he continues to unify moral experience and to co-ordinate human 
endeavors. He unifies life, ennobles character, and simplifies experience. He enters the human mind to elevate, transform, and transfigure it. It is 
literally true: "If any man has Christ Jesus within him, he is a new creature; old things are passing away; behold, all things are becoming new." 
[1103:6] 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Let the Children Participate . . .  
 
—Mike Wood, USA 
 
During the first meetings of our study group, we read some of the "Religion" papers before deciding to begin a sequential reading of Part Four 
beginning with Paper 119, "The Bestowals of Christ Michael." Two of my sons, Noah (age 18) and Joel (age 15) both started attending right from the 
start. About the thrid week, Matthew (age 10) asked if he could come and sit in. I said, "Sure, we'd love to have you." The next week, he sat in and 
read with us. 
 
When it came his turn to read, we were ready for "6. The Home at Nazareth" (p.1349). He proceeded to read it fluently and flawlessly, which 
absolutely astounded everyone present. Several of us were nearly in tears from the intensity of the moment. 
 
The next week was the Sunday before Thanksgiving, and we had a large group because besides the "regulars", two of my other sons, Seth and Chris, 
were home from school and both had friends with them. Again Matthew wanted to sit in and read with us. That week we were reading Paper 124, 
"The Later Childhood of Jesus," and when it came to Matthew's turn in this large group, he got to read "2. The Tenth Year (A.D. 4)." Matthew is 10, 
and this didn't go unnoticed. As I marveled at boththe coincidence and his ability to read and "hold his own"in a group like this, I looked around the 
room and saw five of my children absorbed in reading The Urantia Book. For a moment, I was overcome with an emotion that far exceeds the normal 
definition of gratitude. I am truly blessed beyond any reasonable expectation. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
News from Scandanavia:  
 
In November, readers from or living in Scandinavia gathered in Gothenburg, Sweden, in a meeting hastily arranged due to the visit of a French reader. 
This we might call the first Scandinavian gathering, but hardly the last. The three main Scandinavian languages are fairly similar, but not similar 
enough to render the formation of a Scandinavian UAI a practical option. Nevertheless, we did indeed discuss how to better coordinate our efforts to 
translate The Urantia Book. (By the way, Finland is a Nordic country but not a part of Scandinavia, their language being completely 
incomprehensible to us.) We also witnessed and participated in the first steps to initiate a local study group in Gothenburg, which would be the only 
one in Scandinavia besides the one in Oslo, Norway.  
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 
 
Urantia Book Internet School Announcement  
 
The Urantia Book Internet School (UBIS), a service project sponsored by Urantia Foundation, opened its second semester on February 7, 2000. The 
first winter courses are now in session, but you may still enroll in the Spring courses which will begin April 10. Visit the UBIS page at Urantia 
Foundation Website (www.urantia.org) to see the complete listing of courses and to enroll.  
 
If you have any questions, or if you are interested in serving as a "teacher/facilitator," contact Dorothy Elder  
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Upcoming Conferences:  
 
Estonian Conference 
 
Estonian UAI Conference will be held August 18-20, 2000, at a children¹s camp 110 km from Tallinn. The theme will focus on The Urantia Book as a 
source for spiritual growth. The conference will be held in both Estonian and English. After the conference a sightseeing tour can be organized. If you 
are interested in taking part or in presenting a discourse, please contact Peep Sõber, phone: +3722 516 067, fax: +3726 302 257 or email 
 
Finnish Conference 
 
The Finnish Urantia Association is planning its yearly Summer Days at Kellokoski (near Helsinki) June 9-11, 2000.  
 
Anzura Conference  
 
The Australian and New Zealand Urantia Association will be host their Conference 2000, Lure of the Firth Epoch, at Canberra, October 6-9, 2000. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Themes for Future Issues of The UAI Journal  
 
The Board of Editors has decided to focus some upcoming issues on specific themes. By announcing these themes in advance, we invite readers to 
submit articles for inclusion in these issues.  
 
The December 2000 issue will focus on the theme: "Incorporating the Teachings of The Urantia Book in One¹s Career." Submit by September 30, 
2000.  
 
The March 2001 issue will focus on the theme: "Scientific Discoveries that Confirm the Revelation: the convergence of modern science with 
information in The Urantia Book." Submit by December 30, 2000.  
 
Articles can be 300 to 5000 words in length. They must be submitted typewritten, and they may be in any language in which The Urantia Book is 
published. See the inside back cover for details of how to submit articles. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Urantia 2000 UAI Conference  
New York, USA  
August 4-7, 2000  
 
The United States Urantia Association is hosting the International Conference at Wagner College on Staten Island in New York August 3-7. This is a 
special event! Not only are we celebrating a new century, but also this year is the 50th anniversary of Urantia Foundation. What an opportunity to 
meet and get to know our brothers and sisters from all parts of the world! 
 
The United States Urantia Association cordially invites the entire Urantia Book readership to celebrate, worship and commune with our Paradise 
Father as we join in sharing our spiritual lives and personal experiences with the Spirit Fragment of our Father that indwells us all. The theme of this 
conference is:  
 
The Spiritual Experience  
LIVING THE WILL OF OUR FATHER  
 
For three and one-half days this conference will be devoted and dedicated wholly to Our Universal Father and Living His Will. Here, participants will 
explore and discover many ways, means and methods that may be employed for personally seeking, finding, and actually doing the Father¹s will in 
our daily lives. The Adjuster will be the focus of this conference, just as it was with Jesus as he demonstrated his wonderful life in the flesh and as he 
lived the will of our Father.  
 



With the insight gained from the revelators of The Urantia Book, the conference participants may explore the many manners used by the Master, 
suggested by the Divine Counselor and related by the Solitary Messenger to know God¹s will, choose it, and actually do it as a conscious part of 
living. Everyone will have ample opportunity to share this knowledge and their personal discoveries with each other, as time will be set aside for 
walking in threes among the greenery of the campus.  
 
The conference program is designed to provide the participant with the exciting Spiritual Experience of Living the Will of Our Father, a step toward 
Light and Life and eventual fusion. Again, the emphasis here is on the word LIVING the Father¹s will. Speakers and workshop leaders hail from all 
over the world. A special children¹s program is planned.  
 
CONFERENCE FEES‹DISCOUNT FOR EARLY REGISTRATION:The cost of the conference including housing, a variety of delicious meals, and 
conference materials is $325.00 until April 10, 2000. After this date, the conference cost will be $375.00. Children will enjoy a reduced price.  
 
Registration materials are now available. You may find out more information and register by contacting:  
 
Urantia 2000 UAI Conference 
67-86 Groton Street Forest Hills, NY 11375-4160 USA  
Phone: 718-793-2338  
Email: Urantia2knyconf@aol.com or Urantia2k@aol.com  
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